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Purpose: To search the salivary factors that objectively indicate an pain in myalgia patients
with temporomandibular joint disorder (TMD) and determine the possibility of the factors as
pain-biomarkers.
Methods: Participants consisted of pain-free 15 persons (male 7, female 8, mean
age±standard deviation (SD); 26.8±16.04 years) and 45 myalgia patients with TMD (male
21, female 24, mean age±SD; 27.98±13.01 years). They were divided into a pain-free group
(numerical rating scale [NRS] score 0), a mild pain group (NRS 1-4), a moderate pain group
(NRS 5-6), and a severe pain group (NRS 7-10) and members of all groups were age, sex
matched. Interleukin-8 (IL-8) and matrix metalloprotease 9 (MMP-9) were selected as pain
biomarkers, by searching the Gene Expression Omnibus database and analyzing pain-related genes. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays were used to measure the concentration of
IL-8 and MMP-9 in the patients’ saliva.
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Results: IL-8 and MMP-9 levels were statistically significantly higher in pain groups than
in the pain-free group. Greater differences were observed in patients with acute pain (with
painful duration under 3 months) than in the control group and in female patients than in
male.
Conclusions: Salivary IL-8 and MMP-9 may play a role as biomarkers of myalgia in patients with TMD.
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INTRODUCTION

the mental retarded, infants, and people with a speech disorder [2,3]. Therefore, clinicians are limited in their evalu-

Pain is the main cause of patient visits to a clinic and one

ation of the severity, modality, and changes in a patient’s

of the major symptoms experienced by patients attending a

pain, and may overestimate or underestimate their pain,

clinic [1]. However, pain is completely subjective, and thus

and cannot provide them with the appropriate medical care.

clinicians have no choice but to assume the level of the pa-

The nature of pain is generally evaluated in terms of in-

tient’s pain through their statements, gestures, and facial

tensity [4]. To date, a visual analogue scale (VAS), verbal

expressions. A description of the pain level is impossible for

rating scale (VRS), and numerical rating scale (NRS) have
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

been used to measure pain intensity in a clinic context and
in academic research [5,6]. Patients convey their pain to the
clinician by means of a VAS, VRS, or NRS, using a picture,

1. Subjects

language, or number, respectively, to indicate no pain to the

This study was performed with 387 TMD patients who

worst possible pain. However, the answers are dependent

visited the Department of Oral Medicine, Pusan National

on the instructions of how to mark the pain rating scales

University Dental Hospital in 2015. All patients provided

and patients with communication barriers cannot use these

informed consent for this study, and were examined for

methods. Additionally, the three rating scales also are in-

TMD. Exclusion criteria were patients taking any medica-

fluenced by the patient’s subjectivity and bias [5,6]. Hence,

tion, patients with diabetes mellitus, hypertension, cardio-

objective pain-measuring methods are needed to make an

vascular disease, and individuals with other painful dis-

accurate diagnosis of pain, apply an appropriate remedy,

eases (e.g., odontalgia) or inflammatory diseases (e.g. oral

evaluate a prognosis and develop effective analgesics.

inflammation). NRS were used to measure the patients’ pain

Muscle pain is the most common complaint of patients

level. Finally, pain groups were composed of 45 TMD pa-

with painful temporomandibular disorder (TMD) [7]. As

tients (male 21, female 24, mean age±standard deviation

many as 50 to 70% of all TMD patients report masticatory

(SD); 27.98±13.01 years) with myalgia, diagnosed using

muscle pain, and this is the second most common muscu-

the diagnostic criteria for TMD axis I, while the pain-free

loskeletal condition (after chronic low back pain) that re-

group were 15 individuals (male 7, female 8, mean age±SD;

sults in pain and disability [7,8]. Patients with TMD myalgia

26.8±16.04 years) without pain (normal men, who had

have incomplete mouth opening, and are restricted in their

been evaluated for orthodontic treatment or who had diag-

ability to talk and eat because of this limited mandibular

nosed normal range). Subjects were divided into a pain-free

movement; the condition is further influenced by psycho-

group (NRS 0), a mild pain group (NRS 1-4), a moderate

social stress [8]. Therefore, correct evaluation of myalgia in

pain group (NRS 5-6), and a severe pain group (NRS 7-10).

TMD patients is necessary, not only to cure the disease, but

The groups each comprised of 15 gender- and age-matched

also to improve the patient’s quality of life.

patients (Fig. 1). The study protocol was approved by the

Salivary testing has many advantages as a diagnostic
tool; it is non-invasive, easy to use, inexpensive, and allows

Institutional Review Board of Pusan National University
Dental Hospital (IRB no. #PNUDH-2015-019).

real-time diagnosis [9,10]. Thus, saliva has been extensively studied to search for biomarkers of various cancers and

2. The Selection of Pain Markers

acute myocardial infarction, such as cancer antigen 125

To find pain biomarkers, the gene ontology database was

(CA125), C-reactive protein, myoglobin, and myeloperoxi-

searched using the following key words: pain, saliva, hu-

dase [11,12]. Objective measurements of pain could also be

man and Homo sapiens . The Gene Expression Omnibus

effectively used for making an accurate diagnosis, assessing

(GEO) database contains microarray data showing genes

treatment results, managing patients who are more vulner-

that are highly expressed in patients with stress, sleep depri-

able to pain, and determining underlying pain mechanisms

vation, lung cancer, fibromyalgia, bladder pain syndrome,

[13].

and complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS). Among them,

The goals of this study were to find salivary pain-detect-

CRPS is a chronic, progressive, and devastating pain syn-

ing candidates of myalgia in patients with TMD, to compare

drome and is an appropriate condition to use for search-

the factors in the pain groups and in the pain-free group,

ing for pain-related genes (http://www.ncb.nlm.nih.gov/

and to evaluate the usefulness of the selected biomarkers.

geo/; series GSE47603). It has been reported that there are
80 genes that are statistically significantly differentially expressed in CRPS patients. To find genes that are up-regulated according to pain severity, 69 genes were chosen as
candidates [14]. Among these genes, matrix metalloprotease
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Patients who agreed to participate
in the study (n=387)

Exclusion criteria (n=209)
Taking any medication
Chronic diseases (e.g.,diabetes
mellitus, hypertension,
cardiovascular disease)
Other painful diseases (e.g.,
odontalgia)
Inflammatory diseases (e.g.,
oral inflammation)
TMD patients with
myalgia, diagnosed
using the DC/TMD
axis I (n=157)

Pain-free
subjects
(n=21)

Salivary
samples
excluded by
insufficient
amount (n=6)

Sex, age-matched

Control
group
(n=15)

NRS 1-4 group
(n=15)

NRS 5-6 group
(n=15)

9 (MMP-9), prostaglandin endoperoxide synthase 2, interleukin-8 (IL-8), L-histidine decarboxylase, B cell translocation gene family, member 2 overlapped with genes known

NRS 7-10 group
(n=15)

Fig. 1. Flow chart of this study po
pulation. TMD, temporomandibular
joint disorder; DC/TMD, diagnostic
driteria for TMD; NRS, numerical rating
scale.

Searching GEO data base
(Key Word pain ,
saliva , human , Homo
sapiens )

to be related to pain-recognizing systems. Finally, IL-8 and
MMP-9 were selected as pain biomarkers, because they
could be detected in saliva (Fig. 2).
3. Collection of Saliva Samples
After obtaining patient’s informed consent, participants
had oral examination and confirmed no gingival diseases

Genome-wide expression
profiling of CRPS
(69 up-regulated genes)

358 pain-related genes

Selection of 5
overlapping genes
(MMP-9, PTGS2, IL-8,
HDC, BTG2)

or other inflammation. Saliva samples were collected from
all patients at their first dental visit. During the collection,
subjects were asked to slightly tilt their head forward and
not to speak or consciously accumulate their saliva. All
their unstimulated saliva was collected in a sterile polypropylene tube, over a period of 5 minutes. The saliva samples
were immediately stored at –80oC until assayed.
4. Measurements of Salivary IL-8 and MMP-9
Saliva samples were centrifuged at 13,000×g , 4oC, for

www.journalomp.org

Selection of
IL-8 and MMP-9
(detected in saliva)

Fig. 2. Flow chart of selection process for salivary pain biomarkers.
GEO, Gene Expression Omnibus; CRPS, complex regional pain
syndrome; MMP-9, matrix metalloprotease 9; PTGS2, prostaglandin
endoperoxide synthase 2; IL-8, interleukin-8; HDC, histidine
decarboxylase; BTG2, B cell translocation gene family, member 2.
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5 minutes. The levels of IL-8 and MMP-9 were measured

indicate statistically significant differences.

using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Duoset; R&D Systems,

RESULTS

Minneapolis, MN, USA). Standard curves were generated by
using standards provided with the kits and the concentra-

1. The relationship of IL-8 and MMP-9 Levels with

tions of salivary IL-8 and MMP-9 were calculated. All sam-

Masticatory Muscle Pain

ples were tested in duplicate. Absorbance values were deter-

The concentrations of salivary IL-8 were statistically

mined (λ=450 nm and 570 nm) using a spectrophotometer.

higher in the pain groups (NRS 1-10) than in the pain-free
group (NRS 0) (p<0.05) (Fig. 3). The IL-8 levels were more

5. Comparison between IL-8 and MMP-9 Levels

than twice as high in the mild pain group (NRS 1-4) than

The levels of IL-8 and MMP-9 in the saliva were investi-

in the control group (NRS 0) and tended to decrease from

gated according to the presence or absence of pain, inten-

the moderate pain group (NRS 5-6) to the severe pain group

sity of pain, duration of myalgia and gender of subjects.

(NRS 7-10) (p<0.05) (Fig. 4).

In case of duration of pain, since a period of 3 months is

The concentrations of salivary MMP-9 were also statisti-

widely used as dividing standard of acute and chronic pain

cally higher in the pain groups (NRS 1-10) than in the pain-

[15], IL-8 and MMP-9 levels were analyzed in pain-free

free group (NRS 0) (p<0.05) (Fig. 3). The MMP-9 levels were

group, in the pain group suffering from pain for 3 months

about two-fold higher in the mild pain group (NRS 1-4)

and in the pain group suffering from pain for more than 3

than in the control group (NRS 0) and tended to decrease

months.

from the moderate pain group (NRS 5-6) to the severe pain
group (NRS 7-10) (p<0.05) (Fig. 4).

6. Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS

2. The Relationship of IL-8 and MMP-9 levels with

Statistics for Windows, Version 23.0 (IBM Co., Armonk, NY,

Duration of Pain

USA). The Kruskal–Wallis test and analysis of variance were

Patients were divided into three groups: the pain-free

used to find meaningful differences between the groups.

group, the pain group suffering from for 3 months or less,

The Mann–Whitney U-test was used to determine the sig-

and the pain group suffering from for more than 3 months.

nificance of differences between the pain groups and the

Compared to the pain-free group, the salivary concentra-

control group. A p-values less than 0.05 were considered to

tions of IL-8 and MMP-9 were significantly higher in the

IL-8

*

**

120

Salivary conc. (ng/mL)

1,000

Salivary conc. (pg/mL)

MMP-9

800
600
400
200

100
80
60
40
20

0

0
Pain-free

Pain

Pain-free

Pain

Fig. 3. Mean concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9 in pain-free and pain groups. The concentrations of salivary IL-8 and MMP-9 were statistically
higher in the pain groups than in the pain-free group (*,**p<0.05). The Mann–Whitney U-test was performed to compare concentrations of
IL-8 and MMP-9 between groups. IL-8, interleukin-8; MMP-9, matrix metalloprotease 9
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MMP-9
140

1,000

120

Salivary conc. (ng/mL)

Salivary conc. (pg/mL)

IL-8
1,200

800
600
400
200

100
80
60
40
20

0

0
NRS 0

NRS 1 4

NRS 5 6

NRS 7 10

NRS 0

NRS 1 4

NRS 5 6

NRS 7 10

Fig. 4. Comparisons of mean concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9 according to pain intensity. The IL-8 and MMP-9 levels were more than twofold higher in the mild pain group (NRS 1-4) than in the control group (NRS 0) and tended to decrease from the moderate pain group (NRS
5-6) to the severe pain group (NRS 7-10) (p<0.05). The Kruskal-Wallis test was performed to compare the concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9
between groups. IL-8, interleukin-8; MMP-9, matrix metalloprotease 9; NRS, numerical rating scale.

IL-8

MMP-9

*
120

Salivary conc. (pg/mL)

Salivary conc. (ng/mL)

1,000
800
600
400
200

100
80
60
40
20

0

0
Pain free

Pain for
<3 months

Pain for
>3 months

Pain free

Pain for
<3 months

Pain for
>3 months

Fig. 5. Mean concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9 in pain-free and pain groups according to the duration of pain. The concentrations of salivary
IL-8 and MMP-9 were statistically higher in the pain groups suffering from pain for 3 months or less than in the pain-free group (*,**p<0.05).
The Mann–Whitney U-test was performed to compare concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9 between groups. IL-8, interleukin-8; MMP-9, matrix
metalloprotease 9.

pain group suffering from for 3 months or less (p<0.05) (Fig.
5). There was no meaningful relationship between pain severity and pain duration (data not shown).

DISCUSSION
To identify salivary biomarkers that could objectively indicate a TMD patient’s pain, the GEO database and pain-

3. The Relationship of IL-8 and MMP-9 Levels with Sex
The levels of IL-8 and MMP-9 were markedly higher in
female pain group than in the pain-free group (p<0.05) (Fig.
6). There was no meaningful difference between the painfree and pain group according to gender (data not shown).

related genes were analyzed. Consequently, IL-8 and MMP9 were selected as candidate biomarkers and analyzed the
relation with myalgia.
IL-8 is a cytokine that functions as a mediator in the inflammatory response and is produced by blood cells, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts [16]. Increased levels of IL-8
have been reported in patients with chronic back pain
[17,18], fibromyalgia [19,20], chronic fatigue syndrome [21]
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IL-8
Pain-free
Pain

*
120

Salivary conc. (ng/mL)

Salivary conc. (pg/mL)

1,000

MMP-9

800
600
400
200

Pain-free
Pain

**

100
80
60
40
20

0

0
Male

Female

Male

Female

Fig. 6. Mean concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9 according to sex of subjects. In female patients, the concentrations of salivary IL-8 and MMP9 were statistically higher in the pain groups than in the pain-free group (*,**p<0.05). But in men, there was no meaningful relationship
between pain-free and pain group. The Mann–Whitney U-test was performed to compare concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9 between
groups. IL-8, interleukin-8; MMP-9, matrix metalloprotease 9.

and TMD accompanied by widespread palpation tender-

could play a role as a biomarker in urinary chronic pelvic

ness [22]. Jounger et al. [23] investigated patients with TMD

pain syndrome (UCPPS) and that the level of MMP-9 was

myalgia, such as those participating in this study, and sug-

significantly positively correlated with the pain severity in

gested that IL-8 was elevated in patients with jaw muscle

men with UCPPS.

pain during intramuscular microdialysis. The other studies

In this study, the concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9 were

reported that IL-8 could induce dose-dependent hyperal-

statistically higher in the saliva of patients with pain than

gesia and be related to pain signaling by directly activat-

in those without pain. The levels of IL-8 and MMP-9 were

ing primary nociceptive neurons [24,25]. Plasma levels of

the highest values in the mild pain group (NRS 1-4) and

IL-8 were elevated by painful heat and cold stimuli and the

the salivary levels in descending order were as follows: the

maximum concentration of IL-8 was higher in older adults,

moderate pain group (NRS 5-6), the severe pain group (NRS

who are more vulnerable to pain, than in younger adults

7-10) and the control (NRS 0). Errors according to the vari-

[26]. The association between pain intensity and single

ous pain thresholds and personal perception may under-

nucleotide polymorphisms in IL -8 was investigated in pa-

lie this observation, or it may be that IL-8 and MMP-9 are

tients with lung cancer [27,28] and adenocarcinoma of the

truly expressed most strongly in the mildly painful stage.

pancreas [29] and the polymorphism IL8-251T/A was con-

In another study involving myalgia patients with TMD, pa-

firmed to be an important predictor of severe pain in these

tients in the chronic pain group complained of more severe

patients.

pain than those in the acute pain group [35]. Many previous

MMPs, endopeptidases that can cleave the extracellular

studies have reported that chronic TMD patients exhibited

matrix, cytokines, and chemokines, are known to be in-

more pain sensitivity to pressure pain, heat, and pinprick

volved in inflammation and to contribute to induction of

stimuli than TMD-free controls [36] and showed reduced

neuropathic pain through inflammatory reactions and neu-

pressure pain thresholds [37]. Since the intensity of pain

ral damage [30,31]. In comparison with healthy people, mi-

that patients are feeling could be increased by changing to

graine patients suffering from severe pain had significantly

chronic TMD, it is estimated that IL-8 and MMP-9 levels are

greater plasma levels of MMP-9 [31,32]. Increased MMP-

increased a little more specifically in acute pain, and thus,

9 levels in the periapical interstitial fluid was proportionate

they could be decreased as pain becomes worse and old.

to the chance of pain on percussion in patients with apical

Acute and chronic pain involves different mechanisms

periodontitis [33]. Dagher et al. [34] reported that MMP-9

of pain perception [38,39]. In cases of acute pain, the pain
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in patient saliva and pain change during the second visit.

injury; however, chronic pain is induced by abnormal re-

In conclusion, pain could be one part of disease and the

sponses in the central pain perception systems (e.g., central

disease for itself. Object pain biomarkers could help pro-

sensitization). There have been many reports that IL-8 and

vide suitable diagnosis, medical treatment and knowledge

MMP-9 levels are high in patients with acute pain. The se-

of the disease and recover patient’s heath. To find easily

rum levels of IL-8 were significantly higher in patients with

and quickly usable salivary pain marker, the GEO database

acute myofascial pain than in controls [40,41]. Compared to

was searched, pain-related genes were analyzed and fi-

heathy individuals, the blood levels of IL-8 were markedly

nally IL-8, MMP-9 were selected. This study showed a sig-

higher in patients with post-herpetic neuralgia [42]. MMP-

nificant interrelationship between myalgia of TMD and the

9 levels in serum were highly elevated in heathy men after

salivary concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9. The differences

high-intensity exercise that induced muscle pain [43] and

were particularly much more in case of female and a pain

in patients with acute appendicitis [44]. In this study, the

duration under 3 months. This suggested the potential for

salivary concentrations of IL-8 and MMP-9 were signifi-

IL-8 and MMP-9 to be used as salivary indicators of myal-

cantly higher in the pain group with a pain duration under

gia. Further studies are necessary to identify the sensitivity,

3 months than in the control group.

specifity and odds ratio of IL-8 and MMP-9 as a biomarker

Female patients with TMD complained of pain much

of pain.

more frequently than male patients [45,46]. Extensive lit-
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the levels of IL-8 and MMP-9 in saliva were significantly
higher in female pain group than in controls, which indicated that the pain-induced IL-8 and MMP-9 upregulation
could contribute more to pain perception or sensitivity in
women than in men.
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for acute than for chronic pain. Finally, the salivary samples were collected only at the first visit of new patients. To
compensate the individual differences of patients and draw
more accurate conclusions, more studies are needed to assess the relationship between the levels of IL-8 and MMP-9
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